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There is a unity
- a principle functioning through life that, once
understood, can give significance to all man's experience. While I have
been studying Graphic Design here in the United States, I, as a native
Chinese who is greatly influenced by the Taoist's philosophies, have
sought to discover some of the close relationships between the phi
losophies of Taoism and the process of Graphic Design. Since both Taoism
and Graphic Design are concerned with man and his environment, the
harmony of life, and the unity of all the world, there is no doubt
that Eastern and Western thought could meet together for the progress
of enhancing the quality of life.
The purpose of this thesis is to serve as a bridge which links
concepts of Graphic Design with Taoist's philosophies. My intent is
to share a joyful experience of the wisdom of Lao Tzu with graphic
designers as well as the general reader; and in so doing to enhance
the appreciation and awareness of similarities which can be found
between Taoism and Graphic Design.
The concepts derived from my research are presented through
eight examples which included the following design principles: Contrast,
Space, Rhythm, Positive and Negative Space, Harmony, Dominance, Unity
and Balance. The order of these eight design principles, as shown in
examples, does not indicate the degree of their importance, but rather




1 .1 Lao Tzu and Taoism - The Way of Life
Chinese tradition has dated Lao Tzu, the most influential figure
in Taoism, about fifty years before Confucius (551 B.C. -479 B.C.). The
name Lao Tzu is interpreted as "old baby", because he is said to have
been carried in his mother's womb for sixty years and was born with
white hair (but we may rather suspect that the story was invented to
explain the name) .
The thoughts of Lao Tzu are embodied in a small volume of eighty-
one chapters, composed of approximately 5,250 words. This piece of
classic literature is called Tao Te Ching, which has provided one of
the major influences in Chinese thoughts and culture for over 2,500
years. No other example of classic Chinese literature of such limited
length has exercises such dominance.
Dr. Lin Yu-tang said in The Wisdom of India and China: "If there
is one book in the whole of Oriental literature which one should read
above all the others, it is, in my opinion, Lao Tzu's Book of Tao... It
is one of the profoundest (sic) in the world's philosophy... clear,
mystic and
practical."
Lao Tzo's wisdom concentrates on simplicity, spontaneity and tran
quility as a way of ideal life. Taoism's philosophy is based on the
2
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fundamental principles inherent in nature, yet, it is so profound in
its simplicity that it becomes mysticism for most people. Mysticism or
not, it seems to be one of the most straightforward and logical explana
tion of the order of nature by which everything is governed. It also
offers human beings explicit directions regarding ways of conducting
themselves, so that they might remain continually in harmony with nature.
1.2 Tao Follows What is Natural
Man bottom the, exxAth.
Easvth bottom he.avm.
Htavzn bottom Tao.
Tao fioLtom what i* natural.
[Lao Tzu, Tao Te Ching, ChaptoA 25)
The word
"Tao"
can be translated as road, way or method. In some
schools of Chinese philosophy, Tao means a system or moral truth; in
Taoism it means "the
one"
or that which is natural, spontaneous and
nameless. It is the beginning of nature and the order of nature indicat
ing the way in which all things in nature pursue their course.
Since Tao signifies the order and course of nature, the question
is, then, what kind of order. In Taoism, order in nature is not an
imposed system of laws and commandments which beings are compelled to
obey as the result of external forces.
Tao cA&atzd them [alt thing*) ,
Te. [viAtue,] nou/uj>he.d them,
Sab/eat fiosuniid them,
EnviAonrnznt complete.d thorn,
Thut, alt thing* fieApzcX. Tao
And honoA. Te..
ReJ>pe.ct ofa Tao and honon. o Te
oJie. not de.mande.d,
But the.y one. in the, vwutusie. ofi thing*.
[Lao Tzu, Tao Te Clvlng, ChapteA 51}
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In Taoism, creation of Tao is not an intellectual activity,
rather it is an intuitive reflection. The following Chinese poem,
from the eighth century, is a metaphor for the Taoist concept that
creation is a process of instinctive expression.
The. wild ge.e*e. {ly ocao**
The. long *ky above..
TheiA image* oaz n.e.ile.cte.d upon
The. chilly unteA below.
The. ge.e*z do not mzan to
Ca*t theiA image on the. wateA;
Hon. doe* the. wateA mean to hold
The. image* ofi ge.e*zA
1.3 Tao is a Conceptual Image
There must be an essence from which everything in the universe
was derived. But what is it? The ancient Greek philosophers explained
the origin by using the four basic elements: earth, fire, water and
air. This simple explanation could hardly unfold the mystery of the
universe because the substances they used were too restrictive and too
concrete. In comparison with the Greek philosophers, Lao Tzu did not
limit himself by using elements. He chose to use a very abstract approach
which he called "Tao". According to Lao Tzu, Tao is not something we
can perceive with our senses, rather it is a conceptual image. He defined
it in this way:
Look, it cannot be. *e.e.n,
It i* Invisible,.
Listen, it cannot be. heaAd,
It i* Inaudible..
Ghxibp, it cannot be. n.zache.d,
It i* Intangible..
[Lao Tzu, Tai Te. Ching, ChapteA 14)
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Thus, Tao is something we can not see, hear or touch. It is
indefinable and beyond our imagination; yet, it is real, found everywhere
and is everything. It is both the source and the evidence of creation.
1.4 The Interaction of Yin and Yang
The. Tao that can be. told o{
J* not the. immontal Tao,
The. name* that can be given
An.e not the, immontal name*.
The. namele** i* the onZgin ofi Heaven
The named i* the mothen, oft alt thing*.
lLao Tzu, Tao Te Ching, ChapteA 1 [
Here Lao Tzu emphasized the most important feature of Tao - it
is beyond the power of words. In order to define it, terms may be used
but none of them are absolute. Since the dynamic essence of Tao defies
verbal description, it must be understood as a process of creation or
becoming. Lao Tzu, of course, faced the same problem of definition.
In one place he even used numbers in attempting to describe the process
of creation:
Fn.om the Tao, the one i* cheated;
Tnom the One, Two;
T-xom the Two, Thn.ee;
Thorn the Thn.ee, Ten Thou&and Thing*.
The Ten Thousand Thing* canAy
Yin and embrace Yang
Thnough the union ofi pen.vadU.ng principle*.
It n.eache* hanmony.
[Lao Tzu, Tao Te Ching, ChapteA 42).
"One"
is often understood as the ultimate essence or principle;
"Two"
as Yin and Yang, and
"Three"
as the blending of Yin and Yang with




Yin and embracing Yang. However, there is no need to be specific.
The important point is the natural evolution from the simple to the
complex.
Yin and Yang are opposite forces, Yin is negative, passive, female;
Yang is positive, active, male. In speaking of these terms, Lao Tzu
points out that Yin and Yang - life and death, black and white, good
and evil - stem from each other.
When the people all know beauty a* beauty,
Thene anx*e* ugline**.





being produce each othen;
Vi^icutt and ea*y accomplish each othen.;
Long and *hont contAa*t each othen.;
High and low dU*tinguit>h each othen;
Pitch and *ound hahmonize each othen.;
f-nont and back fallow each othen.
[Lao Tzu, Tao Te Ching, ChapteA I)
Yin and Yang cannot be understood separately, rather one defines
the other - being cannot be understood unless its opposite, non-being,
is understood. Nor should these terms be conceived of as static concepts;
they, as life or being, are always in a process of change. Their res
pective definitions result from the apparent conflict between the two
terms. Human nature tends to embrace the positives and reject the nega
tives. Lao Tzu, therefore, reminds us that in order to deal with the
positives more effectively we should not bury our heads in the sand,
but should fearlessly recognize the negatives, face them and deal with
them directly.
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1 .5 The Essence of Tao is Unchanging
The essence of Tao is unchanging; that which is unchanging is the
concept that all is in a continuous state of change. In Taoism, change
proceeds in an orderly cycle.
Something my*teAiou*ly {onmed,
Bonn begone heaven and eanth.
In the *ilence and the void,
Standing alone and unchanging,
Even. pn.e*ent and in motion.
Venhap* it i* the mothen ol alt thing*.
I do not know it* name
Call it Tao.
Fon. lack oi a betten. wond,
I call it gn.eat.
Being gfieat, it {low*.
It {low* ^an away.
Having gone {an,
It netuAn*.
[Lao Tzu, Tao Te Ching, ChapteA 25)
When Lao Tzu states, "Having gone far, it
returns,"
he means, that
which changes must always return to its original form.
Alt thing* ni*e and {all
While I watch theiA hetuhn
They gnaw and {louAish and
Then h.etuhn to the *ounce.
Retuhning to the *ounce i* tnanquitity
Which i* the way o{ natune.
The way o{ natune i* unchanging.
[Lao Tzu, Tao Te Ching, ChapteA 16)
Therefore, Tao has two aspects: it is both static or unchanging,
and dynamic or ever-changing. That which is ever-changing is the mani
festation of that which is unchanging
- that which is boundless in space
and endless in time - the primordial source of all potentialities in
all things. When the unchanging remains within itself it is oneness,
8
the ground, essence or reservoir of creation; it is the source of
potentiality for all things to become at all times.
CHAPTER 2
WESTERN GRAPHIC DESIGN
2.1 Graphic Design and Living
The
artists'
concept of the word
"design"
refers to the process
whereby communication of messages or feelings is enhanced through the
organization of lines, forms and colors. Graphic design is an important
force in creative visual communication, ranging from the simplicity of
a poster to the complexity of a sign system. Graphic designers attempt
to achieve visual solutions that deal aestheticly with information.
As life becomes more complex, more and more people begin to realize
that basic problems such as congestion in cities, air pollution, and
rapidly increasing traffic both can be solved only by creative and sys
tematic design and planning. Gyorgy Kepes, former Professor of Visual
Design at MIT, stated the situation as follows: "The extended world
revealed by science and the technical world of man's own making both
require mapping by our senses, the disposition of our activities and
movements in conformity with their rhythms, the discovery of their
3
potentialities for a richer, more orderly human
life."
There is no doubt that we live in a chaotic world dominated by the
complex, harsh and impersonal face of industry and technology. It has
been said that as buildings climb higher and higher, man grows farther
and farther away from nature. This alienation is easy to understand as
9
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we view the great cities, where from many angles no tree or even a
patch of grass is visible. However, men remain biological beings, with
aspirit geared to the natural rhythms of which they are a part.
Walter Gropius (founder of the Bauhaus) said in 1955, "What the
Bauhaus preached in practice was the common citizenship of all forms
of creative work, and their logical interdependence on one another in
the modern world. Our guiding principle was that design in neither
an intellectual nor a material affair, but simply an integral part of
4
the stuff of life, necessary for everyone in a civilized
society."
Look around '. It will be noticed that most of life's activities
rely upon design of one sort or another for no one can live in a chaotic,
disordered and confused world mentally or physically. As soon as chaos
gives way to order in any degree, design exists, - design for living,
design for working, design for planning
- is leading our life to the
way of harmony, progress and satisfaction.
2.2 Design Based on Natural Growth and Order
Before a designer begins the basic design process he develops a
systematic plan according to design principles. Although the design
principles are rules created by man, their roots can be found in pat
terns of natural growth and order.
Nature is the supreme master of design - the changing seasons in
nature reveal new designs and each of the stream-washed stones exhibits
individual textural characteristics. Understanding the origins of forms
and processes is of great value to the designer, for it helps him to
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see beyond the harsh impersonality of the world today toward the
eternal values and forms which outlast man's efforts. As a designer,
it is very important to see life as a whole and to assign to it a
sense of order.
The uses of design concepts is not limited to the artist and
designer. The person who insists that he has no creative ability
frequently builds his life on designs without being aware of the pro
cess of designing. The Watts Towers of California are the creative
work of a poor Italian tile-setter named Simon Rodia. He spent thirty-
three years building his towers out of steel rods, mesh and mortar in
his backyard. He lovingly covered their surfaces with bits and pieces
of broken tile, melted glass and other colorful junks he collected.
Simon's work showed a designing process because his work is based on
order and that order itself is pleasing him. To be creative is to be
able to put things together in a unique way in order to produce new
things of significance. The creative mind is simply an orderly mind
-
a mind that arranges and organizes for creative use - which is an
expression of intuitive reflection.
2.3 The Conceptual Nature of Design
In some cases, a problem requires a graphic design image that is
not a realistic representation. This is particularly true in corporate
identity and packaging design. There are many effective graphic designs
in which the image has been abstracted from a recognizable object.
12
"Abstract"
means something that concentrates the essential quality of
a larger, more detailed whole. An artist or designer often abstracts
his original image to pinpoint the essential feeling or flavor and
translates it into simple forms that may or may not resemble the ori
ginal object. The process of abstraction for the designer is often
one of a systematic, conceptual development of the visual or aesthe
tic elements to meet the design objectives.
2.4 Contrast - The Dynamic Essence of Design
Life contains similar and dissimilar things. Through contrast
meaning in two dissimilar things is intensified and enhanced. Contrast,
conflict or variety is the dynamic essence of all existence
- and of all
art forms that dramatize life.
In any design a certain amount of contrast is inevitable. Draw
ing a black line on a piece of white paper automatically produces a
contrast of values - black against white. Contrast is the juxtaposition
of opposite qualities. A composition of design with contrast often
stimulates interest and arouses excitement. There may be a contrast
of line, direction, size, shape, hue, value or any combinations of
these such that contrasts vitalize design and spices composition. A
design without contrast is like cooking without salt, it is insipid
and monotonous.
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2.5 The Eternal Principle of Design
It is a fundamental law of science that nothing new is ever
created in the world. This is also true in design, for every design
is based on age-old forms, whether these are found in nature or are
simple geometric lines and shapes used in an abstract way. Never
theless, a new approach to design is like a spring bubbling out of a
hillside; the water is the same as the water that has been used and
drunk for centuries, yet it is always new, always fresh. A talented
designer, using the unchanging ages old elements and principles, is
able to bring forth freshness in his design composition.
Paul Weiss, professor emeritus of Rockefeller University, once
stated: "If there is one lesson to be learned from the study of orga
nic nature, it is that there is order in the gross (or large) forms,
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with freedom and diversity in the
small."
The structure of a mineral deposit, the skeleton of a fish, and
the veining of a leaf suggest designs of many varieties. However,
underlying the inidividual characteristics are the eternal principles
of growth and order. For example, birds have an orderly growth pattern
and a definite vertebrate structure, but there is infinite variety in
the color and design of their feathers.
In order to enhance the awareness and appreciation of the rela
tionship between man and his environment, the designer learns to see
and understand the unchanging principles of growth and order function
ing through all life.
CHAPTER 3
SUMMARY
After some of the major Characteristics of Chinese Taoism and
Western Graphic Design are discussed in Chapter One and Two the
similarities between Taoism and Graphic Design can be summarized as
follows:
1. Both Taoists and designers are concerned with man and his
environment, the harmony of life and the unity of the world.
2. Both the creation of Tao and the process of design are based
on natural growth and order.
3. Both Tao and design defy set rules or simple definitions.
Being an expression of man's own reaction and experience, Tao
and design are as individual as the person who creates them.
4. Both Taoists and designers are aware of the importance of the
negative space (non-being) to its opposite, the positive space
(being).
5. Both Tao and design have two aspects, they are both static or
unchanging, and dynamic or ever-changing. An artist must train
his eye to look underneath the surface of the variation of
things which is ever-changing. The general principles that
exist, i.e., the eternal law of growth and order, is unchanging.
14
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At the completion of this research, I have gained a great deal
of understanding about the close relationships between Chinese Taoism
ans Western Graphic Design. In addition, I have learned that design is
not a product derived solely from technical skills but also a natural
development arising from studing and putting into practice the natural
principles of the universe.
Although it appears that modern civilization has being trying to
bring about a separation between man and nature, man still remains an
integral part of a natural system. How could man dominate a system
of which he is only a part? The essence of Taoism and Graphic Design
is found in the heart of the designer who sees through this problem and
expresses his belief in the harmony between human life (or human dignity)
and nature. Due to his sensitivity gained from training, the designer
will be well-qualified to lead the way to greater understanding and
better communication in the world today.
Some of the similarities found between Taoism and Graphic Design
have been presented in detail in the production of the book designed
as part of this thesis project. These are also presented in the
appendix.
APPENDIXES
SIMILARITIES BETWEEN TAOISM AND GRAPHIC DESIGN
A.l Contrast
The contrast between two dissimilar things
is woven the rhythm that is life.
"Life consists of things and the difference
between things. By contrast opposites are
intensified and derive their
meaning."
"Contrast, opposition, conflict, or variety
is the dynamic essence of all existence -




Being and non-being produce each other;
Difficult and easy accomplish each other;
Long and short contrast each other;
High and low distinguish each other;
Pitch and sound harmonize each other;
Front and back follow each other.




Space is important in two-dimensional design,
because it may creates a symbolic represen
tation of depth on a flat surface.
"Space is far more than just what is left




"Space is the indefinable, great, general





Thirty spokes unite around the hub;
The void creates the essence of the wheel .
Mold clay into pots;
The void creates the essence of the vessel
Cut out doors and windows in the wall:
The void creates the essence of the house.
The existence contains utility;
The non-existence contains essence.
(Lao Tzu, Tao Te Ching, Chapter 11)
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A. 3 Rhythm
In design as in nature, rhythm is the
underlying principle. A natural rhythm
is found in the changing of the seasons,
with its repetition. A simple rhythmic
theme can be achieved by repetition of
one motif at regular intervals.
"A rhythm can repeat itself in a character
istic regular beat, in up and down, strong
and weak, long and short. But it can also
be irregular, continuous, in free flowing
movement."
"...flexible rhythmic pattern can do much
to make the artist realize that these principles
are not restrictions imposed upon the designer





Born before heaven and earth.
Silent, isolated,
Standing alone and unchanging,
Ever present and in motion.
Perhaps it is the mother of all things,
I do not know its name.
19
Call it Tao.
For lack of a better word,
I call it Great.
Being great, it flows.
It flows far away.
Having gone far,
It returns.
(Lao Tzu, Tao Te Ching, Chapter 25)
20
A. 4 Positive and Negative Space
Any structure involves figure and ground -
the figure is the art form itself which
can be referred to as positive space; the
ground is the area enclosed and shapes by
the figures which can be referred to as
negative space.
"In the creation of any art form negative
space should be considered, for it is sensi
tive interaction of the negative space with





He who is aware of the male,
But keeps to the female
Becomes the ravine of the world.
He who is conscious of the white,
But keeps to the black
Becomes the model for the world.
He who is familiar with honor,
But keeps to obscurity
Becomes the valley of the world.
(Lao Tzu, Tao Te Ching, Chapter 28)
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A. 5 Harmony
Harmony is like the middle gray that is
composed of two extremes of monotony and
discord. It combines the character of both.
"To bring together in harmony two disparate
systems necessarily presupposes a greater
depth of artistic perception and the courage





Nature carries Yin and embraces Yang,
Through the union of the pervading principles;
It reaches harmony.
(Lao Tzu, Tao Te Ching, Chapter 42)
22
A. 6 Dominance
Dominance is produced by making one of the
competing units larger and stronger. It is
the oldest, simplest, and most effective
way of creating aesthetic order.
"We are disturbed and unhappy when we are
torn between two equally strong conflicting
ideas and are incapable of action until we
make up our minds,... and allow one idea to
14dominate."
(Western Design Concepts)
The beginning of the universe
is the Mother of all things.
From the Mother (primary),
We may know her sons (secondary).
After knowing the sons,
Keep to the Mother.
(Lao Tzu, Tao Te Ching, Chapter 52)
23
A. 7 Unity
Unity is the prime principle of composition.
It is the quality that makes the design con
sistent and complete.
"In a perfect work of art all the elements
are interrelated; they cohere to form a
unity which has a value greater than the
15
mere sum of these
elements."
(Western Design Concepts)
He who knows does not speak;






Become one with the dusty world.
This is called Unity.
(Lao Tzu, Tao Te Ching, Chapter 56)
24
A. 8 Balance
Balance is equilibrium of opposing forces.
There are two types of balance - formal or
symmetrical and informal or asymmetrical.
Formal balance produces a stately, digni
fied, and tranquil effect; informal balance
suggests less peaceful, less obvious, but
more interesting than formal balance.
"In working for balance in design, the artist
should work for the same fluid treatment found
with rhythm, for which principles are used as
guides but not as rigid
formulas."




The Tao (way) of heaven
Is like bending of a bow.
The top comes down,
The bottom goes up.
When it is excessive, reduce it.
When it is insufficient, supplement it.
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